ULIS launches megapixel thermal image sensor offering
large panoramic field of view and fast-target detection
Pico1024E GenII gives military equipment extra performance to detect threats,
while maintaining all-important low-level power consumption standards
ULIS will exhibit Pico1024E GenII at Eurosatory, near Paris, Hall 6 - booth F139,
June 16 – 20
Veurey Voroize, near Grenoble, France, June 17, 2014 – ULIS, a leading
manufacturer of thermal image sensors for commercial and military applications, today
announces the availability of Pico1024E GenII, a high-precision energy-efficient
megapixel thermal image sensor. Pico1024E GenII is a next-generation device in the
ULIS PICO E product family for military applications. It brings important new advantages
to military equipment needing extended infrared detection range, fast target detection
and tracking, while keeping power consumption low.
ULIS’ PICO E products are already deployed in European and North American airborne
local situation awareness and land vehicle driver vision enhancement applications. In
recent events, PICO E products have also been selected for two European anti-surface
missile programs.
These developments lead ULIS to have high expectations that Pico1024E GenII, by
offering extra performance in wide field of view and faster target detection, will gain
entry into other military applications.
“ULIS’ megapixel Pico1024E GenII meets the challenges in thermal image sensors for
military applications that need to offer new capabilities and perform at very high
standards, while operating with minimum energy,” said Jean-Francois Delepau, managing
director of ULIS. “Pico1024E GenII has already stimulated interest from defense
equipment customers. Its performance pushes the standards in image crispness, frame
rate frequency and low power consumption to the highest levels. We expect Pico1024E
GenII to open up new possibilities in the future development of thermal imaging
systems.”
Pico1024E GenII, a 1024 x 768 17-micron pixel pitch thermal image sensor, has
succeeded in maintaining power consumption at the lowest levels (200mW), while
offering new performance attributes in higher thermal sensitivity and faster frame rate
frequency. These enhancements have increased Pico1024E GenII’s overall attractiveness
to a wider range of military applications demanding a larger panoramic field of view or
extended detection range (3km - 5km).
Helicopter pilots and drivers of land vehicles can benefit from the real time thermal
imaging capabilities that Pico1024E GenII enhances for night vision or for local situation
awareness in all-weather conditions as well as smoke. Pico1024E Gen II can also provide
airborne or ground-based troops with extra capability enhancements in operations, such
as ‘man in the loop’ for anti-surface missiles.
Major upgrades to Pico1024E GenII consist of higher thermal sensitivity of lower than
50mK, offering 15 per cent additional thermal sensitivity over the previous generation.

Thermal sensitivity is a key parameter for indicating the image accuracy and visible
details provided over a measurable distance, in this case up to 5km to detect a tank.
Other upgrades include a frame rate frequency of more than 100Hz for fast target
tracking. This is close to double the frame rate frequency for this category of megapixel
thermal image sensor. Significant progress has been made on lowering the power
consumption of ULIS’ devices, down to 200mW, whereas competing products require two
to three times more electrical power.
###
About ULIS
ULIS, a subsidiary of Sofradir and GE Equity, specializes in the design and manufacture
of high quality thermal image sensors for commercial and military applications. It enables
makers of consumer electronics and infrared equipment to produce low weight, lower
power consumption and cost-effective thermal cameras for deployment in everyday use.
ULIS is the second largest producer of thermal image sensors (microbolometers). ULIS
offers a targeted range of microbolometers that are the key component of many top
brand thermal imaging equipment sold across Europe, Asia and North America. ULIS is
active in security and surveillance, energy management and in the thermography,
defense and automotive markets. Hundreds of thousands of its products are used to
detect threats and thereby protect property, industrial sites, national borders, commuter
systems as well as military personnel in combat zones. Many other professionals are
increasingly choosing thermal imaging devices equipped with ULIS’ products due to the
excellent performance of ULIS’ technology and its affordability for mainstream
commercial applications. Size, weight, low power consumption and lower cost reductions
drive ULIS innovations enabling the company to address new trends in energy efficiency
for building automation and advanced driving assistance systems for vehicles. ULIS is
located in Veurey-Voroize, near Grenoble. For more information, visit: http://www.ulisir.com
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